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The content of the files is read and then the WebContent.bytes property of the content is set to the
content data. If the content is a SWF or an XML document, the data is converted to a text string that
is read as a string. If the content is an image, the Data URL/data URL object is set to the image data
of the image. fileBytes: ByteArray The content data as an array of bytes in the SWF or image format.

This property is part of the Flash Player 9 security policy. strm: Class A SWF stream object. c3222
new flash loader 7 4 4 ssg v0 5 lite rar Unlike load(), which loads a SWF into the current security
domain, importFlash() loads content into the current security domain, and then the application or

web content can be accessed in the new security domain. Parameters context: LoaderContext
(default = null) A LoaderContext object. The content is loaded into the current security domain a
process referred to as import loading in Flash Player security documentation. Specifically, if the
loading SWF file trusts the remote SWF by incorporating the remote SWF into its code, then the

loading SWF can import it directly into its own security domain. fileBytes: ByteArray The content data
as an array of bytes in the SWF or image format. This property is part of the Flash Player 9 security

policy. strm: Class A SWF stream object. c3222 new flash loader 7 4 4 ssg v0 5 lite rar The content of
the file is read and then the WebContent.bytes property of the content is set to the content data. If
the content is a SWF or an XML document, the data is converted to a text string that is read as a
string. If the content is an image, the Data URL/data URL object is set to the image data of the

image.
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request: urlrequest the absolute or relative url of the swf, jpeg, gif, or png file to be loaded. a relative
path must be relative to the main swf file. absolute urls must include the protocol reference, such as

or file:///. filenames cannot include disk drive specifications. it seems that even if it's the real
c3222-ee, usdcard and any "standard" flashrom-based loader would work as well for the application.

no problems in flashing the image to the flash memory. however, the swf file must be on the usb
stick, i guess. request: urlrequest the absolute or relative url of the swf, jpeg, gif, or png file to be

loaded. a relative path must be relative to the main swf file. absolute urls must include the protocol
reference, such as or file:///. filenames cannot include disk drive specifications. the flash download

performance is measured as the ratio of the amount of data downloaded to the amount of data
stored in flash. this ratio is typically measured as the time to download the flash image divided by
the time to program the flash image. the amount of data downloaded is the size of the download in
bytes. the time to download the flash image is measured from the time the download begins until

the time the download finishes. the amount of data stored in flash is the size of the flash image. the
time to program the flash image is measured from the time the download begins until the time the
flash image is programmed. for example, suppose you have a 500 kb download, and a 3 kb flash

image. if the download takes 3 seconds, and the flash image is programmed in 3 seconds, then the
download performance is 50%. however, if the download takes 6 seconds, and the flash image is

programmed in 6 seconds, then the download performance is 33%. this measure is quite sensitive,
so the download performance is measured at least twice for each request. 5ec8ef588b
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